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Seats and seating are a particular strong suit of the new Accord. In front, they are generously
apportioned, and Honda claims an equal level of comfort for both front and rear passengers.
Read more Honda's Accord got a completely new, more sophisticated and detail-oriented look
in , along with a complete mechanical redesign. The result is a car that stands out in the
automotive world. Overall interior volume is cubic feet, which officially crosses the Accord over
into large sedan territory. Despite being larger, the Accord has great torsional rigidity, which
gives the car's suspension optimal ride and handling, with double wishbones in front and a
multi-link setup in back, along with wide tires across the model line. Wheels range from inch
steel wheels on base models up to inch alloys on up-level coupes and sedans; on the coupe,
inch alloys are also available. The V6 comes with the latest version of Honda's variable cylinder
management VCM system, which can shut down two or three cylinders when possible to
increase fuel efficiency. The more powerful horsepower version of the four-cylinder engine uses
a variable-valve silencer and high-flow exhaust system to bring improved performance with no
penalty in fuel efficiency. A five-speed manual transmission is standard on all 4-cylinder
engines, while a 5-speed automatic is optional with the four and standard with the V6. A 6-speed
manual transmission is exclusively offered on the EX-L coupe. The Accord LX is an economical
model that doesn't lack for creature comforts, while EX models are dressed up with alloy
wheels, a chrome exhaust tip and blue ambient interior lighting, and include more luxury items
such as heated mirrors, a moonroof and a security system. At the top of the range is the EX-L,
which adds leather seating and trim, upgraded instrumentation, dual-zone climate control, and
the premium audio system with active noise cancellation. Middle-trim models add a 6-disc CD
changer, while top models bring the premium audio system, with watts, seven speakers, an
8-inch subwoofer, and available XM satellite radio. There's also a navigation system that
includes a Bluetooth hands-free phone link, voice activation, and an integrated Zagat guide. The
list of standard safety equipment includes vehicle stability assist and active front head
restraints, along with front side airbags, full-length side curtain airbags and 4-wheel anti-lock
disc brakes with brake assist. Close this There's a problem loading this menu right now. Would
you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle Model
strengths: Roomy interior; sporty appearance; powerful and economical engines; safety.
Following a complete redesign in , the Honda Accord returns with only revisions to its
horsepower and torque ratings for the 3. For automatic-equipped Accords, horsepower is
revised from to , with torque revised from ft-lb to ft-lb. Accords with manual transmissions
receive the same horsepower revision, while torque changes from ft-lb to ft-lb. The Honda
Accord's engines stand out in the midsize sedan class as being both economical yet powerful,
and its roomy interior also ranks as one of the most stylish. Standard equipment abounds in the
Accord, and electronic stability control, which is commonly optional in this class, is installed
across the line. Honda's Accord got a completely new, more sophisticated and detail-oriented
look in , along with a complete mechanical redesign. Read more. Close this. There's a problem
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on, trade it in, give it a second life. Custom seats, aftermarket steering wheels, VIP trays So I
had a few lights that were burned out on my climate control. The first 4 lights weren't working
and during the night, you couldn't see which buttons you were pressing. I decided I had some
time and wanted to change them today. Only 2 of the 5 bulbs in the back were done, but while I
was in there I thought I'd change them all. I picked all the bulbs up online from Honda's web site
for about 12 bucks. The product number is SMA I took out the center console piece where the
shifter and butt warmers are. I then removed the storage box under the head unit to get access
to the screws holding in the head unit to the car. With the head unit out, you can see from the
backside that there are 5 white bulbs where the climate control bar is the beige piece. I swapped
them out with a regular flat head screwdriver and then put everything back together. Thanks for
sharing Why dont you go for LED? I didn't want to worry about compatibility issues or anything
else like that for the matter so I just went with the regular OEM bulbs. I knew they'd work if I
installed those. My priority one was to get the burned bulbs replaced and working. Mine have

been out for ever! I think I finally know how to replace it lol. Thanks man! Did it all last summer. I
know Im late.. I had taken the radio out multiple times to install my iSimple but never thought
the lights were so easily accessible. Anyway, just wanted to say thanks! Does anyone know
how to fix the lighting from the radio portion? I have the same issue. Got LX. Who is online. It is
currently Wed Feb 24, pm. All times are UTC. Car interior lights can be broken down into
different categories like dashboard lights, dome lights, map lights, and others, and they can fail
all at once or one at a time. Since there are so many different types of car interior lights, a
failure can be either an annoyance or a real safety issue. In any event, figuring out what to do
when your car interior lights stop working is usually a pretty straightforward diagnostic process
that can be accomplished with some very basic diagnostic tools like screwdrivers and a test
light. Interior lighting is one of two pretty broad umbrellas that encompass all of the different
types of lights in and around your car. The other category is exterior lighting, which covers
everything from your headlights to your tail lights and everything between. Car interior lights
can be further broken down by their specific purposes. Dashboard lights can help you see your
instruments, like the speedometer, at night, and are often adjustable to help prevent night
blindness. Depending on the vehicle, all of the interior lights may be on one circuit, or there may
be several circuits. One interior light may also be controlled by multiple switches, so there are a
number of different potential ways for them to fail. For instance, a dome light may have a
manual switch at the light, even though it can also be switched on and off, or dimmed, by a
switch on the dash. When your car interior lights stop working, the best place to start is also the
easiest fix. The most common cause of this problem is when someone other than the driver
uses the dome light or dimmer switch. This can leave the interior lights in a state where they no
longer come on when you open the door. Depending on how your interior lights are wired, and
the types of switches you have, you may need to push a different combination of buttons to get
your interior lights to come on. In general, you will want to try rotating the dimmer if there is one
and try it in different positions. In some cases, rotating the dimmer all the way in one direction
will cause it to click, which may either indicate it is in the on position or the off position. With
the dimmer in different positions or the dash-mounted interior light button in different positions,
you can try operating your dome light, map light, or other interior lights with their individual
switches. Depending on how your car is set up, your fuse box may be located in or near the
glove box, under the dashboard, or in the engine compartment. Failing that, you can usually
search the Internet to find a picture of the location of your exact fuse box. Fuses can blow and
still look fine, so the only way to actually check them is with a tool like a multimeter or a test
light. The easiest way to check fuses is with a test light. All you have to do is clamp one end to
bare metal somewhere on your car and then touch the probe end to each side of a fuse. With the
ignition key in the on position, your test light should illuminate when you touch both sides of
each fuse. Never use a fuse with a bigger number, as doing so could cause catastrophic
damage to the wiring in your car. It may be a permanent fault, or it may be temporary, but the
only way to know for sure is to replace the fuse and see what happens. It may still be something
you can handle yourself, but some shorts will require the attention of a professional technician.
The last point of failure that can affect all of your interior lights at the same time is a bad door
switch. These switches can be found in the door jambs of most cars, so they are often referred
to as door jamb switches. When the interior lights in a car are working correctly, they will
usually come on when you open your door and then shut off some time after you close the
door. This process relies on a switch in the door jamb that opens when you open the door and
closes when you close the door. These switches are often covered by a rubber boot that you
can pry off with a flat blade screwdriver. The switch can then be unbolted or unscrewed. If you
have a multimeter, you can test the switch by connecting to both terminals and checking for
continuity. You can then activate the switch and check again. If your interior lights used to stay
on for a while after closing your doors, then there is probably some kind of timer module in the
circuit. So if your fuses are good, the door jamb switch checks out okay , and everything else
seems to be in working order, you may be dealing with a more complex problem. With that in
mind, a professional technician will be able to help you if you get this far without finding any
obvious problems. When one or more interior lights stop working, and the others still work just
fine, the problem is usually just a burned out bulb. This is very easy to check and fix. The first
step is to remove the cover of the interior light that stopped working. This may require you to
unfasten some screws, although many of these covers are literally snapped in place by hidden
clasps. These can usually be popped out with the careful use of a thin screwdriver. With the
cover off, the next step is to remove the bulb. Some bulbs are removed by applying light
pressure and twisting, while others screw out like a regular lightbulb, and others are snapped
into holders. If the test light illuminates, that means the bulb is bad. For instance, you may have
multiple dome lights that all use the same type of bulb, or the bulbs may be the same in the

door-mounted sockets. If you can't find a working one, then you can use an online fit guide to
find the correct part number. In either case, the known-good bulb should light up when you
replace the non-working bulb. Jeremy Laukkonen. Jeremy Laukkonen is tech writer and the
creator of a popular blog and video game startup. He also ghostwrites articles for numerous
major trade publications. Facebook Twitter LinkedIn. Updated on September 11, Jessica
Kormos. Lifewire Tech Review Board Member. Jessica Kormos is a writer and editor with 15
years' experience writing articles, copy, and UX content for Tecca. Article reviewed on Mar 27,
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us why! More from Lifewire. A replacement map light bulb from Sylvania and other
manufacturers is part DE The only tool needed to replace one or both of the overhead map
lights in a to Honda Accord is a small flathead screwdriver. Gently pry off the cover by inserting
the screwdriver into the small gap in between the cover and the rest of the overhead console.
The cover is held in place by four delicate plastic hooks. Once you get the first clip unhooked,
use your hand to gently pop out the rest of the retaining clips. Then push in the new DE map
light bulb and test it by pushing on the light switch button. If you are installing an LED bulb and
it doesn't work at first, try flipping it around in the socket. Re-install the map light cover by first
inserting the edge closest to the outside of the car and then gently popping in the other side on
to the retaining clips. If you found this guide to be helpful, please consider making a small
donation by clicking on the PayPal. Thank you! Note: I am not a registered charity. Donations
are not tax deductible. Overhead Map Lights. Pry With Flathead Screwdriver. Gently Pull Off
Cover. This automotive "how-to" guide was specifically written to assist owners of the Honda
Accord LX Premium sedan in replacing the overhead map light bulbs. Clear Lens Removed. DE
Light Bulb. To remove the clear plastic cover on the overhead map light bulb, you'll need a
small flat head screwdriver. Pry Out Map Light Bulb. Kelly 12V 8W Bulb. With the lens cover
removed, you can gently pry out the old Kelly 12V 8W light bulb using the small flathead
screwdriver. Snap Light Cover In Place. Push On Retaining Clips. Test New DE Bulb. Paul's
Travel Pictures is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate
advertising program designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees by
advertising and linking to Amazon. Seats and seating are a particular strong suit of the new
Accord. In front, they are generously apportioned, and Honda claims an equal level of comfort
for both front and rear passengers. Read more Honda's Accord got a completely new, more
sophisticated and detail-oriented look in , along with a complete mechanical redesign. The
result is a car that stands out in the automotive world. Overall interior volume is cubic feet,
which officially crosses the Accord over into large sedan territory. Despite being larger, the
Accord has great torsional rigidity, which gives the car's suspension optimal ride and handling,
with double wishbones in front and a multi-link setup in back, along with wide tires across the
model line. Wheels range from inch steel wheels on base models up to inch alloys on up-level
coupes and sedans; on the coupe, inch alloys are also available. The V6 comes with the latest
version of Honda's variable cylinder management VCM system, which can shut down two or
three cylinders when possible to increase fuel efficiency. The more powerful horsepower
version of the four-cylinder engine uses a variable-valve silencer and high-flow exhaust system
to bring improved performance with no penalty in fuel efficiency. A five-speed manual
transmission is standard on all 4-cylinder engines, while a 5-speed automatic is optional with
the four and standard with the V6. A 6-speed manual transmission is exclusively offered on the
EX-L coupe. The Accord LX is an economical model that doesn't lack for creature comforts,
while EX models are dressed up with alloy wheels, a chrome exhaust tip and blue ambient
interior lighting, and include more luxury items such as heated mirrors, a moonroof and a
security system. At the top of the range is the EX-L, which adds leather seating and trim,
upgraded instrumentation, dual-zone climate control, and the premium audio system with active
noise cancellation. Middle-trim models add a 6-disc CD changer, while top models bring the
premium audio system, with watts, seven speakers, an 8-inch subwoofer, and available XM
satellite radio. There's also a navigation system that includes a Bluetooth hands-free phone
link, voice activation, and an integrated Zagat guide. The list of standard safety equipment
includes vehicle stability assist and active front head restraints, along with front side airbags,
full-length side curtain airbags and 4-wheel anti-lock disc brakes with brake assist. Close this
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Honda Accord returns with only revisions to its horsepower and torque ratings for the 3. For
automatic-equipped Accords, horsepower is revised from to , with torque revised from ft-lb to
ft-lb. Accords with manual transmissions receive the same horsepower revision, while torque

changes from ft-lb to ft-lb. The Honda Accord's engines stand out in the midsize sedan class as
being both economical yet powerful, and its roomy interior also ranks as one of the most
stylish. Standard equipment abounds in the Accord, and electronic stability control, which is
commonly optional in this class, is installed across the line. Honda's Accord got a completely
new, more sophisticated and detail-oriented look in , along with a complete mechanical
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